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July 11,200O 

Attention No. 200044 

M-is 
Dissemination Branch 
Information Management & Services Division 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
1700 G Sm NW 
Washingtoz~_ DC 20552 

Sir or Madam, 

This is in response to the Agencies’ Joint Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (‘?\Torice”) regarding 
the Disclosure and Reporting of CIU-Related Agreements. MidFirst encourages careful 
consideration of the rule’s proposed language so as to minimize regulatory burden and required 
release of confidential informa%ion. Specific issues are outlined below. 

Covered Agreements 

MidFirst requests additional clarificarion on the criteria that a Covered Agreement be in writing 
as well as additional guidance on the requirement thzu a Covered Agreement need not be legally 
binding on the parties. hl.idFirsr is concerned &ax &is is unduly broad and may encompass 
documents of a more general nature that clearly fall short of being a contra& arrangement, or 
understanding_ MidFirsr believes that “contract”, “arrangement”, and ‘tnderstanding” should be 
defined in the regulation; these definitions should establish a minimum requirement thjlt the 
agreement must be mutual between the parties and rhz~ it would otherwise meet the legal 
definition of conrract except for its lack of considerarion. 

The broad reach of the def%tion of agreement in rhe proposed regularion seems intended UI 
ensure char C&I Agreements in their entirety, including those containing confidentiality clauses, 
will be disclosed. Such broad Ianguage has the benefit of &dmizing the potential for evasion of 
the dischxure requirements; however, it also rIu&n&s rhe opporUlity for confidential 
information to become public. Not only is This burdensome on the parties involved, it creates 
privacy-related risks and will serve as a disincexnive for CRA related agreements in the fixure. 

MidFirst argues TJELI the situation involving a general solicitation from a third pars for charitable 
contributions to multiple businesses may creare confusion. MidFirst agrees with the Agencies 
char this sition faus ourside of the intent of Congress and does not meet the d&&ion of a 
Covered Agkement However, MidFirs argues thar an institution may have no way of knowing 
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if a solicimrion is iargeted to a specific institution or to multiple business entities_ Further, the 
in&&on may have no reasonable means of proving rhe soli&arion was to multiple parties. 

Finally, MidFirst requests clarif%ation on what constitutes an exchange of written 
correspondence. Does this imply tbar both the insured institution and the Nongovernmental 
Entity or Person (NGEP) must have drafted and faded written correspondence to the other 
entity. Does the correspondence require a signazure of an officer of each party. Alternatively 
would a laer from only one of the parties be sufZcieot to constitute a written extige of 
correspondence. The definition of correspondence should also be cIar%ed; for example, would 
an institution check payable to an NGEP that is not accompanied by other correspondence meet 
the threshold of written correspondence. 

QualifyingJ--= . . 

MidFirst recognizes the language in the preamble regarding qualifying loans as follows: 

This exemprion is available for any mortgage loan, regardless of the identity of tie 
borrower, the type of real estate securing the loaq or the rate charged on rhe loan.” 

MidFirst interprets this exception to be very broad and to inchrde any mortgage loan regardless of 
any other f&a, condition or term rhar might be associated with the loan. A loan seaued by real 
estate is always excluded &om the definition of Covered Agreement. MidFirst supports ti 
broad interpremrion. 

Regarding loans and commitments that meet rhe market rate and r-e-lending criteria, MidFirst 
believes this is also broadly applicable and would extend to any and all loans gnned or 
committed to by the insured insrirution regardless of any other facts, conditions. or terms 
provided rate and re-lending crireria are met. This would involve a single loan or commitment to 
a third parQ~ or multiple loans or commitments to that third party. 

MidFirsz believes the situation involving an agreement with a third party to originaTe a pool of 
loans to unrelated parties meets the exclusion available under qualifying loan. This situation does 
not involve the formal commitment of f?rnds, is not binding on the insured institution and the 
intended result, multiple loan originations, is subject to the qualified loan exception. 

Subscmrially Below Market 

MidFirst encourages the agencies to adopt guidance to be used in identifying when a loan is made 
substantially below market razes. MidFirst also encourages that a global view be taken when 
determining if a loan is substantially below market. For example, the interest rate may appear to 
be submark@ bur other m-ms of the credit may offser the low interest rate in such a manner ti 
the enrire transaction was made ar market, MidFirst &agrees with rbe Agencies’ foomote S in 
the preamble which implies considemtion such as loan fees and discounr points paid to the lender 
in order to buy down the inreresr rare, perhaps r.o the point of being a submarket interest rate, 
would result in the loan being a disclosable Covered Agreement even in the evem that the 
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combination of fees and rate result in total credit cost reasonably close to market. Other &tom 
should also be considered such as the risk associsrted with the loan. As a resulr, it may be difficult 
to identify a truly comparable loan or pool of loans in which to gauge whether the subject loan is 
substantially below market. 

In der.ermining whether a loan issubmark& MidFirst encourages tie Agencies XI adopt a fbrmula 
uo less than the greater of 25 percent below market or 400 basis points below market for similar 
loans as identified by the iastition. Under this approach any loan whose rate is less than the mrc 
of similar loans minus the formula variance would be a potentially subrnarket loan. MidFirst 
further encourages tie Agencies to grant the in&ulion Iatitude in excluding loans falling below 
the formula threshold based on supporting factors that can be documented and verified These 
f5crors might include a submark& rate to sell repossessed assets, requiring up front origmation- 
related fees that 06% the variaxe in interest rate, or documented business reasons. Finally, this 
subsranriahy below marker tieshold shouId be calculated and supported only by the institution; 
an NGIZP should have no involvement in making that determmation. 

Re-bding 

MidFirst believes the intent of Congress and the Agencies is to exclude refinances, renewals, and 
modifications from the definition of r-e-lending regardless of the loan terms and conditions. 
MidFirst requests the Agencies to afiirm that rc-lending does not include situations ia which an 
insured in.&tution refinances, renews, and modifies an existing loan. 

CR4 Contact with an Agency 

MidFirst requests that to qualify as a CRA Contact, a third party’s contact with an Agency must 
not only touch on CRA issues, but also specifically and directly mention CIU compliance of an 
insured institution and that that mention of CRA must be done in a manner that would potentially 
have a detrimenti c&c% on the insured institulio~. For example, if the third pa&y raises CIU 
only as au ancillary comment or does not mention CRA (specifically or by implication) during 
the communicatjon with the agency, then the contact should not meet the definition of CRA 
Contact. Also, if the third parry has no adverse comments regarding the CRA compliance of the 
inszitution, then this should also fall outside the definition of CRA Contan. It is burdensome for 
the triggering threshold to be so low that situations involving indirect or immateW infkremxs 
can generate a CR4 Contact. Further, it should primarily be the substance of the comments 
tier than the forum in which the comments are made that triggers the threshold for a CRA 
Contact. For exampIe, a comment by an NGEP to an Agency in relation to a branch application 
must have ma~&al and direct references to CRA issues for that comment to become a CRA 
Contact while the mere face the comrnen~ was in response to a branch application wouId be 
insufficienf alone, to generate the CIU Contact designzion. 

CPA Contact with Jnstitution 

IWFirst is Concerned that the ability to prove a contaa is or is not a CRA Contaa may prove 
exceedingly difficult in some situations; lhis will increase risk of privacy violations if erring on 
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one side and risk noncompliance with sunshine provisions if erring on the orher. Further, 
MidFirst opines rhar general discussions abom CRA wirh NGEPs including responses to requests 
for copies of HMDA LAPS and CRA Public Files and discussions of an insrinnion’s assessment 
area should non fall within the definition of CRA Coatact. Statements by third parties about how 
a product, activity, or service would provide CBA benefit should also be excluded from the 
detition of CRA Contact unless those statements are associared with comments about adverse 
CRA consequences for a pzuticular institution for not engaging in that product, a&dry, or 
service. 

MidFirst spangly believes that a tempdra1 relationship should be established between a CBA 
contact and a Covered Agreemem. MidFirsr believes that a CRA contact should occur within a 

,- maxnnum of one ymr prior r.o entering into an agreemenz for that agreement fo be a Coved 
Agreement By allowing an agreemem to be designared a CRA Agreement regardless of the time 
elapsed from the dare of the CRA Contact would be unduly burdensome and subject to human 
error. It would also incorpoxate agreemars that have no direot correlation to the contact and 
would be confusing to the public. Without a clear time continuum connecting the contact and 
agreemen& the relevance of the contact to rbe agreement is diminished; a tie period beyond one 
year has diminished rhe relevance between the two events to such au extent that no causality can 
be artribured to the comaa. 

MidFirst also believes that rhere is no relevant basis in designating an agreemenr executed prior 
to a CPA Contact as a CRA Agreement since the spirir of rhe Sunshine legislation is predicated 
solely on au NGEP raising CRA relanzd issues with an institution. The purpose of this legislarion 
is to identify agreemen= &.a.~ might not orb&e be enrered into except for CM concems 
Iwins been voiced by a third party. Since CM Comact is integral in esrabl.ishi.ug and defining 
a CFU Agreement, it is logical r.o require the Contact to be precedent to the Agreement 

MidFirst firmly believes that agreements entered into with multiple parties shculd not be 
desigbamcl as a CRA Agreement by an instiurtion unless the institution had a CRA Contact with 
one of the counterpartia. In other words, if an NGEP enters into au agreement wirh In&ution A 
and Institution B and the NGEP had previously had a CPU Contact with Institution 4 the CFU 
Agreement would only exist between rhe NGEP and A while B would remain unaffected by the 
Sunshine provisions. Further, precise guidance must by provided by the Agencies in stating how 
such au agreement can be made public so as to avoid unnecessary public&on of third parties 
involved in the agreement bur thar are not mvolved in the CRA Agreement designation. 

h!lidFirst requests clarifido~ of footnote 9 to the preamble. Specifically MidFirst disagrees with 
the statement thar a CBA Contact occurs ifan offbring circular inclioated the subject investment 
would receive IFavorahle CBA consider&on. This is a generaI statement, motivated by marketing 
techniques, is not a guarantee as to favorable consideration, and is not predica&d on an analysis 
of a particuIar institution’s CRA needs. MidFirst is also concerned with the larter portion of 
foomore 9 in which the Agencies sraie rhar a CBA Contact occurs if the parties discuss how rhe 
transaction would improve the instirution’s performance since this implies that the broker 
providing the offering materials has performed an analysis of the institution’s CRA perforce 
so as to make a determination as to the marginal effect the securities would have on the CRA 
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raring. 2Ie f&t that a broker opines that a particular investment mees the criteria to be 
designaxed as a CRG investment by the Agencies has no bearing on the effect &at that investment 
wouId have on tie CRA performance of the institution. Therefore, tie broker’s opinion on the 
specific effect of the investment on the CRA position of the institution is irrelevant and should 
have no bearing on whether a CFU Agreement has been established. 

Additional Exemptions 

MidFirst is concerned with any requirement to make confidential agreements public. The 
potential exists for a number of agreements to Ml within the definition of CRA Agreement and 
therefore become public domain. In this event, proprieraty, confidential, and private information 
will become public. Not only is ir relevant to conceal the identity of one or more parries in many 
cases, but agreements often have elemats iuclud.ing terms and conditions that are confidential as 
well. Given Congress’s recent establishment of privacy principles regarding customer 
info&on and the subsequent and sustained interest zhat Congress has expressed in customer 
privacy, it is apparent thax Congress does not intend for some information ro become public 
information regardless if it is in a CRA Agreement or otherwise. MidFirst encourages the 
Agencies UI remain cognizznt of Congressional concern wirb customer privacy issues as rhe fjnal 
regulation is developed. 

MidFirst encourages the Agencies to establish guidelines &at limit the reach of the CM 
Sunshine provisions so that routine operating agreements entered into by an institution and a Third 
party are not subject to disclosure provisions. These guidelines should not rquire disclosure of 
these routine agreements regardless of whether CL4 is mentioned or not. Examples of 
agreements &at should be excluded from the definition of Covered A&-reement would include the 
purchase of soflware and materials used in CM and HMDA compliance, the purchase of assets 
from third paq brokers, legal issues, arrangements to build or purchase a branch, and so forth. 

Af5liat.e 

MidFirst encourages caretil consideration regarding the requirement for public disclosure of 
agreements between an NGEP and an zxI3iliate of an &ured subsidiary. The intent of the current 
proposal appears to require disclosure of such agzzments if the activities of the afliliate have 
been intruded in the CRA review of the insured insthtioa. The most s@ificzuX concem that 

MidFirs has in this regard relates to tie disclosure of information considered confidential by the 
af@iare. MidFii~ would encourage that considemtion be given to estahhshing a mareriality 
threshold relating to the effect that an afBiare has on an institution’s CRA rating before requiring 
disclosure of an agreement that may be irrelevant to CFU but Char may harm the &Ware or 
NGEP through disclosure of confidential infoxmarion 

MidFirst encourages additional considerazion regarding the proposal to rezroactively ciisclosc 
agreements involving an aflilia~. The preamble states thar an agreement involving an &3iliate 
may become a Covered Agreement after the date rhe parties enter intO the agreement provided the 
agreement oiherwise meets the threshoIds contained in the rule. MidFirst agrees witb the concept 
KI prevent circumvention of the mle, but is concerned that this proposal may be unduly broad and 
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burdensome. MidFirst therefore opposes agreements being retroacrively designared as CRA 
Agreemenu. 

I&U5rst requests specific afIktr&on that an afsliate will not be subject to this rule unless the 
insritution, in its sole discretioq requests that the Agency include activities of the affiliare in 
assessing the institution’s CRA compliance. 

Value 

MidFirst opines that for agreemenrs whose terms extend beyond a single calendar year and whose 
payments are not qua&i@ the value should be calculated by actual payments made; however, 
if it is clear that based on the term of the agreement and the fimds committed shat the repordng 

’ 

tb.reshoId musr be exceeded in at least one calendar year, then the agreement will become 
reportable in the calendar year of execution. 

Guidance is requested on how to calculate value in situations in which an agreement does not 
specify the amount of payments, grants, or loans. MidFn-st suggests that maximum flexibility and 
leniency be afZorded the ins&&ion provided the method of valuation can be supported and is 
reasonable. MidFirst is also concerned that an armn&anent that does not specify payments could 
unexpectedly exceed the reporting thresholds in future calendar years; MidFirst requests that for 
these simtions, the Agencies spec@ that failure M report the agreement in initial years is not a 
violation. 

Aggregarion . 

. 
MidFirst requests clarification on the concept of aggregating an af5liate’s agreements (whether 
individually with an NGEP or jointly with rhe iust.iturion) with the institurion’s Covered 
Agreements only in situarious in which the krstitution has included the z&ilk&s activities in The 
CRA analysis of the institution. This aggregation’ should not occur without the affiliate being 
included with the insrinrtioq in the instimtion’s sole discretioq for CRA analysis purposes. 

Disclosure of Agreements 

MidFirst encourages addirional clarif3cation regarding the termination dare of an agreemenr. 
MidFirst does not object to the 12-month proposal by the Agencies. MidFirst recognizes the 
proposal in Section E of the preamble thar states thar an agreement lacking an identified 
terminarion date termmates on the date the last payment or loan is made. While thk date may be 
evident in many cases, in others, particularly those in which the value is also not documented, the 
termination dare may be vague. In such instances, MkiFirs~ requests guidance on how to justify 
the rennination dare, particular& in cases where the institution might make additional and 
unrelated donations to the NGEP. 

MidFirst believes that almost all agreements, understandings, and contracts that might be 
identified as’ a Covered Agreement have elements that would be deemed coru3dential by at least 
one of rhe parties. Many of these confidential items are ancillary or immaterial to tie me 
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structure of the agreement between the parties and the withholding of such informarion will not 
impair the public’s understanding of dons required by rhe agreement. The benefit achieved by 
protecting .an individual’s or aa enti?#s confidential informarion overshadows the benefit 
achieved by disdosing the infonnazion. 

Differing pieces of informarioa will have d.i&ring sensitivity, or confidentiah~, priorities for 
each individual which makes the deveiopment of a specific Iis of items always deemed to be 
confidential very diEcuh. Nevertheless, MidFirst recommends that the Agencies develop such a 
list and allow tie parties to the Covered Agreement to request other items TO be withheld from 
disclosure provided a reasonable basis is provided. MidFirst would encourage the following 
hems to be considered for inclusion in the list of items always deemed confidential: a) account 
number, b) dollar amounts of iudividual loans, c) income, asset, and liability in5ormazion for 
individuals aad entities, d) in.forma15or~ contained in a credit report, ernpIoymem file, credit file, 
and similar sensitive data sources whether the information is obtained from such a source or not., 
e) phone numbers and addresses if the institution has not received positive verificarion that they 
are public information, f) tie name, description, and purpose for which a product, asset, or service 
is purchased or sold, and g) the services to be provided under an agreement. 

MidFirst rquess consideration be given as ro how Agencies wilI reconcile the items in Covered 
Agreemenrs that have beeo deemed confidential by one of the two parries. The Agency will need 
to bIackout the idenrical confidential in.formation in alI copies received and wiI1 need to 
commuticate with all parties involved to ensure thar all such information is withheld. The steps, 
timeframes, and procedures for requesting tiormation to be withheld, obtaiuing Agency 
approval, and Agency norification to aII parries of approval. for withholding information should be 
established_ and only a&r this estabhshed time period has expired should the parties to the 
Covered Agreement be permitted 10 publicIy disclose the documents. Without this security 
procedure, documents aud confidential information will. be inadvertently released. 

MidFirst also requests specific guidance on the disclosure of agreements and the withholding of 
information comaining confidential or proprietary i.u.formarion, names, and other data. MidFirst 
requests thar institutions be allowed to re5ai.n from public disclosure of the entire agreement or of 
confidential sections umil a decision can be reached regarding the withholding of the subject 
information; without this provision, rhere is no need M establish withholding procedures since 
once informarion is pubhcly available, the harm from disclosure cannot be elEnated or reversed. 
Further, MidFirst requests a sfe harbor from regulatory criticism and from pubhc litigarion for 
information disclosed pursuanr to these rules that might otherwise violate customer due care 
standards or a federal or state privacy or due care requirement. Safe harbor is also requested in 
insmces in which a third pany to an agreement discloses confidential information that rhe 
ins&&on has withheId MidFirst encourages the Agencies to provide guidelines on how an 
institution can withhoId certain inforrnarion from public disclosure without having first received 
approvaI from the Agency; MidFirst supports a methodology in which the in&ution has 
maximum discretion in this regard. MidFirst believes such a methodology would reduce the 
amouur of work required of the Agencies in determining what is confidential information and 
woutd also $a.ce the decision regarding confidentiality in the hands of tie entities (the parties to 
the agreement) most likely to know what information is corrEdential_ 
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Finally, MidFirst wouId encourage the Agencies to provide additional examples of permissible 
methods of making Covered Agreements available to rhe public. Examples might include 
maintaining a sepamie Be of all Covered Agxzments, ma-g a list of Covered Agreements 
and requiring the public to request that copies from the list be mailed to them, instructing branch 
personnel ro wnract the CRAKompliance Deparbnents with all customer inquiries for Covered 
Agreemems, and so forth. To comply with the mandate to minim& burden, the grez&r the 
number of options regarding disclosure wiI1 allow each institution to design a system optimal for 
its internal structure while still providir~g reasonable public access. 

Charles R be 
Vice President 
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